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Historical 

Background

Freedom versus Safety

Selfishness is a 

fundamental aspect of 

the human condition

Unchecked selfishness 
turns into chaos



Historical 

Background
People do not like chaos

Chaos creates mental 
and emotional anxiety 
and physical danger



Historical 

Background

Trade-offs

How much of our 
freedom are we willing 
to give up to feel safe?



Historical 

Background

Therefore, 

local, county, state, and 

national governments 

debate how to balance 

safety and freedom



Historical 

Background
In an attempt to reduce 

chaos, governments 

create laws that limit 

individual freedom



Think about it
What would life be like if 
there were no laws that 
governed traffic, theft, 
burglary, and assault? 



Historical 

Background
Criminal justice systems 
have been established 
to enforce laws through 
voluntary cooperation, 
use of force, and 
detention



Research 

indicates
When the criminal justice 
system is perceived as 
fair and respectful (i.e., 
trustworthy)…voluntary 
cooperation with the law 
increases 



Historical 

Background

In other words –

The higher the degree of 
trust in the police, the 
higher the degree of 
mutual respect, civility, 
cooperation, safety, and 
economic growth



Historical 

Background
Police have become the 
face of the criminal 
justice system



Historical 

Background
If trust is the foundation 
for community civility, 
safety, and economic 
growth, how can we 
increase trust in the 
police? 



Issues that 

reduce 

police trust

Community perceptions 
of racial profiling

Conscious and 
unconscious



How to

increase trust

Community focus groups 
were asked, “What does 
the police department 
need to do to be 
trusted?”



Community Recommendations

Officers who reflect community values will

not racially profile

not need sensitivity training

stop others who act with bias

Police departments should

reinforce character 

train officers to be competent



Community Recommendations

hire for 
CHARACTER

train for 
COMPETENCE



Initial Results in Ramsey County

 Increased positive perceptions of legitimacy
 community feedback

 community based recruitment

 Improved police officer work habits
 less sick time usage and injuries

 more commendations

 no allegations of excessive force 



What was 

occurring?

Moral alignment is when the 

community believes that 

police officers share the same 

goals, purposes, and values 

as their own.
Bradford & Jackson, 2012



Academic Exploration

 Community cooperation emanates from principles of 

procedural justice, trust, and legitimacy.

 It is has been difficult to test, translate, and embed these 

principles in police organizations.



Academic Exploration

I tested a process to increase trust and   

shared values between the 

community and police. 



Research Questions

How can police trust and legitimacy be increased?

Four phases of qualitative research and document analysis 

 which values community members desire in police officers 

 how community and police values may be more aligned

 how police officers with community’s values may be selected

 how values can be reinforced in the police organization



Excerpts from the Research

Community engagement through focus groups

 Los Angeles County

 City of Plano



 Hundreds of specific mentions of values and traits

 4 themes

 cultural competence

 servant leadership

 emotional intelligence

 high character

Los Angeles – Results
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Opportunities for Integration and Reinforcement

Areas of operationalization

 align core values

 recruitment

 application 

 written/oral examination

 background investigation

 emotional intelligence assessment

 psychological assessment

 academy training

 field training

 probationary period



Conclusion

Policing is fundamental to a civilized 
society. 

Therefore, continuous efforts must be
undertaken to increase police trust 
through community engagement, fair 
treatment, transparent communication, 
respectful attitudes, and 
operationalization of shared values. 
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